
No. 1475SENATE
[Senate, April 8, 1991 - Moved (Locke) as a new text of Senate

document numbered 1474.]

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-One

1 Whereas, The Massachusetts House of Representatives voted
2 to allow television coverage of its formal debates on January 10,
3 1983, and
4 Whereas, Television of the formal House sessions became a
5 reality on January 4, 1984, less than one year after the House vote
6 authorizing coverage, and
7 Whereas, We have only recently come to recognize the heroic
8 feat accomplished by the House in implementing, in a period of
9 only twelve months, its vote to televise its session, and

10 Whereas, The Senate President has eloquently outlined the
11 tremendous obstacles to, and complications involved in, wiring
12 the Senate for sound, even in this age of telecommunications
13 miracles and split second satellite coverage, and
14 Whereas, Those who have pushed for prompt coverage of the
15 Senate have failed to fully realize that the instantaneous CNN
16 coverage of the war in the Persian Gulf required an entirely
17 different and apparently much more complicated technology than
18 is required to equip the Massachusetts Senate for coverage
19 throughout the Commonwealth, and
20 Whereas, The Senate President has further warned of the
21 horrifying danger of “chaotic” coverage, “impossible to control”,
22 and of the possible grave risk to “conversation in this Senate,”
23 all possible results of a hasty compliance with the Senate television
24 rule, and
25 Whereas, Many are thankful that cooler heads have prevailed,
26 and recognizing that Rome was not built in a day have
27 stalled the implementation of Senate television rule 59A with such
28 success, that we now reach the 2nd anniversary of our historic
29 vote without 5 minutes of broadcast, chaotic, or otherwise, and
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30 Whereas, Few will doubt that the third anniversary will dawn
31 before “televised sessions of the Senate will be a reality,” and
32 Whereas, The Senate Democrats are alone entitled to the credit
33 for preventing public access to the critical debates which have been
34 held in the two intervening years since the Senate’s unanimous
35 vote to authorize coverage of the Senate debates, therefore be it
36 Resolved, That the Massachusetts Senate belatedly congratu-
-37 lates the Massachusetts House of Representatives on its heroic
38 achievement in implementing the House television rule in one
39 year, and further congratulates the Senate Democrats, on the
40 occasion of the second anniversary of the Senate vote in favor
41 of televised coverage of the Senate, for their ingenious avoidance
42 of the implementation of the Senate television rule #S9A for two
43 full years after taking public credit for their vote to open the
44 Senate to public scrutiny and be it further
45 Resolved, That the Clerk of the Senate shall forthwith transmit
46 copies of these Resolutions to the Speaker of the House of
47 Representatives and to the Democratic members of the
48 Massachusetts Senate;
49 And by striking out the title and inserting in place thereof the
50 following new title: “Resolutions belatedly congratulating the
51 Massachusetts House of Representatives on its heroic achieve-
-52 ment in implementing the House television rule in one short year
53 and further congratulating the Senate Democrats on the second
54 anniversary of their vote in favor of televised coverage of the
55 Senate and on their ingenious avoidance of the implementation
56 of the Senate television Rule #S9A for two full years after taking
57 credit for the vote to open the Senate to public scrutiny”.


